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Abstract. Inducing new translation pairs across dictionaries is an important task that facilitates processing and maintaining lexicographical
data. This paper describes our submissions to the Translation Inference
Across Dictionaries (TIAD) shared task of 2021. Our systems mainly
rely on the MUSE and VecMap cross-lingual word embedding mapping
to create new translation pairs between English, French and Portuguese
data. We also create two regression models based on the graph analysis
features. Our systems perform above the baseline systems.
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Introduction

New words are coined regularly in our languages, many change meaning or usage
depending on various social effects and some other words are considered obsolete
over time. Documenting words and their senses by compiling dictionaries and
collecting lexicographical data is a costly and time-consuming task which is
carried out by lexicographers who are passionate about words in a language.
One particular task that can facilitate the usage of dictionaries across languages
and further add to the content value is bilingual lexicon induction, also known
as translation inference.
Given a set of words in two different dictionaries, the translation inference
task aims at aligning dictionary headwords that refer to the same concepts in
an unsupervised manner. This task is deemed nontrivial and challenging due to
the inconstant level of polysemy of words in a language and different coverage of
senses in various resources [17]. In this context, the Translation Inference Across
Dictionaries (TIAD) shared task aims to incentivize researchers to propose new
techniques and approaches to translation inference in an unsupervised way.
This task is beneficial not only to align existing lexicographical data but also
to create new dictionaries for less-resourced and under-represented languages
which lack such resources. In addition, inducing new translation pairs enable
lexicographers to document words more efficiently and therefore, facilitate the
dictionary compilation process.
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Our submissions to this year’s shared task include the following systems:
1. ONETA based on orthonormal explicit topic analysis
2. graph-SVR and ONETA-SVR which are two support vector regression models,
respectively based on the translation graph and the previous ONETA system
3. MUSE based on the MUSE unsupervised cross-lingual embedding mappings
[12,5]
4. VecMap based on the VecMap unsupervised cross-lingual word embedding
mappings [3]
We further describe our systems in the following sections.
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Related Work

Year

Target dictionaries Paper Approach
German-Portuguese [1] graph analysis
TIAD 2017 Danish-Spanish
[16] graph analysis and collocationDutch-French
based models
[7] Support Vector Machine using features based on the translation
graph and string similarity
[2] multi-way neural machine translaEnglish
tion
TIAD 2019 French
Portuguese
[21] graph analysis and neural machine
translation

English
TIAD 2020 French
Portuguese

External resources
Europarl corpus
-

corpora of languages
from the same family
and Wiktionary
Directorate General
for Translation corpus [18]
[9] pivot-based and cross-lingual word monolingual corpora
embeddings
[6] multi-lingual word embedding
pretrained
embedding model
[14] unsupervised document embedding Wikipedia corpora
using Orthonormal Explicit Topic
Analysis
[15] unsupervised multi-way neural ma- Directorate General
chine translation and unsupervised for Translation cordocument embedding
pus [18]
[4] propagation of concepts over a WordNet
graph of interconnected dictionaries
using WordNet synsets and lexical
entries as concepts
[13] graph analysis and cross-lingual monolingual corpora
word embeddings
of Common Crawl
and Wikipedia
[8] graph analysis relying on paths,
synonyms, similarities and cardinality in the translation graph

Table 1. An overview of the approaches proposed in the previous TIAD shared tasks
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Table 1 summarizes the previously proposed techniques in the TIAD shared
tasks. Graph analysis techniques rely on the analysis of translation graphs to determine a possible connection between two words. Among the famous techniques,
pivot-based [21], cycle-based [7] and One Time Inverse Consultation approaches
[13] are applied. On the other hand, external resources are used in an unsupervised way to train multi-way machine translation models and cross-lingual word
embedding mappings. Although these techniques align translations without being trained on parallel corpora, they face challenges in retrieving part-of-speech
tags and lemmatizing various word forms [2].
The datasets provided this year contain 44 languages and 53 language pairs,
with a total number of 1,540,996 translations between 1,750,917 lexical entries.
In should be noted that the datasets have been changed over years making the
comparison of these techniques difficult.

3
3.1

Systems
Graph-based regression models

Our graph-based methods are based on the analysis that was performed previously in McCrae and Arcan [15], where the algorithm for extracting the connections between two nodes was applied as previously. We further extended this
algorithm to extract the following measures from the graph:
–
–
–
–
–

dmin (n, m): The minimum distance in the graph between the two nodes.
N∗ (n, m): The number of paths between the nodes of any length.
N2 (n, m): The number of paths between the nodes of length 2.
a∗ (n): The number of nodes reachable from node n.
a1 (n): The number of nodes directly connected to node n.

We used dmin , N∗ and N2 directly as features in our system and we added
to methods based on the One-Time Inverse Consultation [20, OTIC] as follows:
N∗ (m, n)
a∗ (n)a∗ (m)

N2 (m, n)
a1 (n)a1 (m)

This leads to five features in total which could be combined as a linear model.
Given that no training data is provided in the task, we apply our graphbased approach on the English-Spanish translation pairs to extract features for
training. This data set is then used train two Support Vector Regression1 models
with a linear kernel, namely ULD graphSVR and ULD OnetaSVR. Given a new data
instance based on our target languages, the regression models predict a score
corresponding to the confidence score of the shared task. It is worth noting that
all features and normalized and scaled properly.
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caoticoan
adj

chaoticen
adj

caóticoes
adj

chaotiquefr
adj

астан-кестен болғанkk
adj

haoticro
adj

caoticoc
adj

kaosaeo
adj

caóticopt
adj

caòticca
adj

bordéliquefr
adj

ĥaosaeo
adj

Fig. 1. Paths starting from ‘chaotique’ (adjective in French) in the Apertium translation data. Language codes and part-of-speech tags are respectively provided in subscript
and superscript.

3.2

Cross-lingual embedding mappings

One major limitation of graph-based methods is due to the limited coverage of
connectivity between certain translations, i.e. nodes. Figure 1 illustrates some
of the translations that can be retrieved for the word ‘chaotic’ (adjective) in
the Apertium translation graph [10] where the Portuguese translation ‘caótico’
(‘chaotic’) is not retrievable by traversing intermediate nodes.
In order to tackle this limitation, we use two unsupervised cross-lingual word
embedding mapping techniques, namely VecMap [3] and MUSE [12]. These
techniques find a mapping between the monolingual word embedding spaces
of the source and target languages. Figure 2 shows a visualization of ‘chaotique’
(‘chaotic’) in French and its closest words in both the French and Portuguese
vector spaces.
VecMap based cross-lingual embedding was built on the unsupervised method
using pre-trained French and English fastText monolingual embedding models2 .
After building the cross-lingual embedding and achieving confidence scores, we
used monolingual pre-trained UDPipe 2.5 models [19]3 to generate the part-ofspeech features only of the target(French) language. Furthermore, the generated
parts-of-speech tags were mapped with parts-of-speech tags of the shared task.
In the same vein, a mapping is learned using the MUSE unsupervised method
and fastText monolingual embeddings of French, English and Portuguese which
takes use of adversarial learning followed by iterative Procrustes refinement (de1
2
3

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVR.html
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
UDPipe 2.5 models were trained on 94 treebanks of 61 languages of Universal Dependencies (UD) framework (https://universaldependencies.org/) framework. This
framework contains lemma, parts-of-speech, morphological and syntactic dependencies features.
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fault configuration of n ref inements = 5)4 . Ultimately, these mappings are to
create new translation pairs between the 10 most nearest translations in the
target language using cosine similarity. The cosine similarity score is then considered as the confidence score in the final submission and the part-of-speech of
the source word is used for the target predictions as well.
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Fig. 2. t-SNE visualization of chaotique (adjective in French) in the MUSE multilingual
word embeddings of French and Portuguese
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Evaluation

Table 2 provides the evaluation results of our systems in comparison to the baseline systems. Results are averaged for every system and correspond to an arbitrary 0.5 threshold. In addition to the ULD GraphSVR system, the ULD MUSE
system covers over half of the dictionary entries. Furthermore, Figure 3 (to the
right) provides a comparison of the F1-measure of our systems and the baseline
ones.
4

We use the official codes of MUSE for training models: https://github.com/
facebookresearch/MUSE
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ULD_graphSVR ULD_MUSE
0

0.6

0.31

0.1

0.59

0.31

0.2

0.59

0.31

0.3

0.58

0.31

0.4

0.57

0.31

0.5

0.57

0.33

0.6

0.57

0.38

0.7

0.55

0.3

0.8

0.54

0.07

0.9

0.51

0

1

0.25

0

ULD_graphSVR

0.69

ULD_MUSE

0.65

baseline-Word2Vec

System
Precision Recall F1-measure Coverage
baseline-Word2Vec
baseline-OTIC
ULD 0.42
GraphSVR
0.49 0.57
0.69
0.43
0.01 0.7
0.33
0.3
0.32
0.29
0.01
0.33
0.3
baseline-Word2Vec
0.69
0.23 0.33
0.4
0.26
0.2
0.01
0.33
0.3
ULD
0.41 0.33
0.65
0.21
0.19 MUSE0.01 0.29
0.33
0.29
0.17
0.18
0.01 0.78
0.33
0.29
baseline-OTIC
0.18 0.29
0.28
0.13
0.17
0.01
0.33
0.29
ULD
OnetaSVR
0.76
0.1
0.17
0.14
0.1
0.16
0.01
0.33
0.27
0.08
0.15 Oneta 0.01 0.64
0.33
0.21
ULD
0.07 0.13
0.11
0.06
0.14
0.01
0.32
0.21
ULD
VecMap
0.36
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.13
0.01
0.29
0.21
0.03 2. The 0.01
0.01
0.06
Table
performance
of our systems
in 0.21
comparison to the baselines

ULD_Oneta

ULD_OnetaSVR ULD_VecMap

0.4

baseline-OTIC

0.28
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0.14
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0.11
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Fig. 3. A comparison of F1-score of our systems and the baselines. Coverage and
performance of the English-French system based on the thresholds are respectively
provided in the left and right plots.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we describe our submissions to the Translation Inference Across
Dictionaries (TIAD) shared task of 2021. We use the VecMap and MUSE unsupervised methods to create mappings between the monolingual embeddings of
the target languages of the shared task, i.e. English, French and Portuguese. In
addition, we use regression models to generate new translation pairs using graph
analysis features.
As future work, we believe that word and contextual embeddings such as
BERT should be studied for this task [11,22]. In addition, lemmatization and
part-of-speech tagging should also be taken into account when using word and
contextual embeddings which lack such information.
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